If, at the end of the round, your total
is within two of the player who would
win this round you may challenge
them to a roll-off. If you win the rolloff, win the round. During all roll-offs,
you win in case of a tie.

At the beginning of the game,
remove one of your dice and set it
aside. This die may not be used for
the duration of the game. You may
re-roll one of your own die once
per round.

When you bust, roll a die. If the result
is even, gain one clue instead of
losing clues. If odd, do not lose clues.

Gerry “The Gent” Saunders

Russell “Grim” Sullivan

Hank “Eagle-Eye” Malone

Professional

two-faced

Analytical

Before you begin questioning, set one
of your dice to a 1 or 6. This counts
towards your investigation. Then
decide how many more you want
to roll.

At the beginning of the game gain
an unused questioning die. This die
counts as negative when you roll it.
You may add it to your investigation
without paying a clue. If you win this
round and have used your negative
die, gain one less clue.

Once per round you may roll an
additional die without spending
a clue.

Any time you win a round, gain the round's witness card. These
witnesses count as clues towards solving the case. However, they
may not be spent to roll additional dice, discarded, or taken by
other players.

Lucky

witness protection

Insubordinate

Setup: Each player places their starting clue to the right of their
detective card.
Each round on your turn, you may choose to question or research
evidence. If you choose to question, your turn continues as normal,
rolling as many questioning dice as you desire. If you choose to
research evidence you may move half of your clues, rounded
down, to the left side of your detective card. These clues may not
be used to add additional dice to your questioning or be lost in
any other way (by busting or taken by other players).

Competitive

serial arsonist

Jacob “Ace” Cooper

Any time you bust, add one clue from the center to this card. If this
card has 15 or more clues at the beginning of any round, the
game is automatically lost. When you match the witness value, you
may take the bonus clue from this card instead of the bank.

Sam “Bulldog” Jones

the crooked cop

Dale “The Duke” McAllister

8

12

6

Sometimes you don’t even need to talk. You just need to listen.

Any detectives that would have a roll-off this round instead gain the rewarded clues. If a roll-off would occur,

gossip

christina lockheart

He’s asked to see my badge so many times he knows my number by heart.
Keeps asking if he’s being detained or if he’s free to go.

Roll the witness die twice and use the higher of the two
values for this round.

paranoid

maury emerson

Can’t ask two questions without him throwing a punch. He’ll answer, though.
If you hit back.

die with the lowest positive value.

7

9

8

Stoic

hot-headed

6

mob boss

amendment” that.

He knows who he is. I know who he is. We both know. But this isn’t about
him. Not right now, at least.

Detectives that bust this round lose an additional clue.

lawyer
Detectives may not spend a clue to roll additional dice.

francis antinora

He’s a somewhat of a regular around here. Always has something to say,
and a dwindling circle of associates.

ted keating, esquire

herself a drink. She sure is something.

Detectives that bust this round do not lose clues.

Snitch

All detective abilities are negated for this round.

Femme Fatale

What’s got her so scared? Her lips are sealed tighter than Fort Knox.

sully walton

8

10

Sixes count as zero for this round.

Tight-Lipped

katelin virgina

andrea noelker

He’s got a stone face, this one. Could be he doesn’t know anything at all.
Could be he’s the guy I’m looking for.

Ones are doubled for this round.

Christopher richardson

wallace thompson

10

8

9

He seems just as interesting in solving this case as I am. It’s all pieces of a
puzzle to him.

If any detective rolls three or more sequential numbers
(ex: 2, 3 and 4), they automatically gain one clue.

logical

robert clark

Poor mook. Does everything right, and just can’t catch a break.

The detective(s) with the lowest amount of clues at the
end of the round gains one clue.

loser

fredrick white

This gal knows much more than anyone would expect. She probably knew
who I was before she walked in.

The detective that wins this round may gain one of the
rewarded clues from any other detective.

eavesdropper

jane baker

6

7

9

20

7

busy

It seems like this guy is only picking up every other thing I say.

He just barely penciled me into his schedule. Says I have 15 minutes. Very
generous. I could hold him here all night if I wanted.

Detectives may not use more than three dice.

forgetful
Only odd numbered die values count towards your
investigation total for this round. The winner of the round
only gets clues equal to the odd numbered dice.

randal patterson

I’ll be talking all night before he even thinks of answering. Going to have
to play every angle.

paulie smith

I can’t stand these mind games. I’m trying to get information, and he’s just
trying to get in my head.

roll one of your dice (this may prevent you from busting).

iron will

shrink

The winner of this round will be rewarded 3 clues,
instead of clues equal to the number of their dice used
in the investigation.

steve parker

Knew he was undercover as soon as he sat down. Lets hope his buddies
aren’t as perceptive.

terry graham

It’s refreshing to get an honest face. Someone just wanting to make the
world a better place.

7

undercover cop
The detective who wins this round must give one clue
from the bank to any other detective. This clue is not
subtracted from the rewarded clues.

liar
All detectives immediately lose one clue.

luther west

gavin hunt

